The ability to structure surfaces on a submicron scale is becoming increasingly important for a broad range of technical and biological applications. Such structures can be produced via irradiating micron sized transparent particles placed over a substrate of interest with ultrafast laser pulses. To enhance the structuring flexibility of this method particles can be optically trapped and spatially manipulated relative to the structured surface in order to achieve arbitrary patterns. In this contribution the authors describe the principle of optical trap assisted nanostructuring and present simulated and experimental results demonstrating the potential and limitations of this innovative nanoscale optical material processing technology.
Introduction
Optical and especially laser based fabrication methods are commonly used to produce structures with characteristic dimensions on a micron and submicron spatial scale. Submicron structuring is often performed using photolithographic methods and although extremely capable (currently achieving spatial feature sizes of 22 nm and targeting 14 nm in the near future [1] ) they have wellknown drawbacks of complexity and high cost. Alternatively, nonphotolithographic direct write laser processing [2, 3] can be relatively straightforward, inexpensive, and flexible but the achievable minimum structural feature size of such methods remains to be investigated. As a first approximation the feature size of a direct write technique is assumed to be limited by optical diffraction and determined by the size of the focused laser beam ( Fig. 7.1 (a) ). In the case of an ideal Gaussian beam the focal spot radius is given by (7.1) [4] r fG = λ f πr beam , (7.1) where λ is the laser wavelength, f is the focal length of the focusing lens, and r beam is 1/e 2 radius of the incident beam. The equation inexplicitly assumes that the incident laser beam diameter is small compared to the size of the focusing optics and the diffraction effects from the lens edges are negligible. This is typically not the case when a short focal length microscope objective is used for focusing since its entrance pupil is commonly overfilled by the incident laser beam to utilize the full lens aperture (although overfilling leads to a significant portion of laser beam energy being wasted it, however, permits achievement of smaller focal spots). Overfilling is achieved via spatial magnification of the incident laser beam to a size larger than the lens entrance aperture and use of the central beam area only effectively reducing the beam intensity variation across the pupil. Hence the incident laser beam can be approximated by a plane wave and the focal radius is calculated using (7. 2) which gives a distance from the central maximum to the first intensity zero of the Airy disk in the focal plane [4] r fA = 0.61λ NA , (7.2) where NA is the numerical aperture of the lens (it should be kept in mind that equations (7.1) and (7.2) define beam radii at different intensity levels and cannot be compared directly). Although equation (7. 2) effectively states that a laser beam cannot be focused to a size smaller than half of its wavelength (in air NA < 1), there are a number of methods of circumventing its effect on the achievable minimum structural feature size in the case of laser material processing applications allowing fabrication of structures with characteristic dimensions below the stated value. Some of these approaches are based on the specifics of light-matter interaction processes and take advantage of various material effects to achieve feature sizes below the diffraction limit. The nonlinear (power) dependence of the multiphoton absorption process on electric field intensity allows subfocal confinement of the laser-matter interaction zone. This is exploited for example in the two-photon polymerization technique [5] [6] [7] or glass structuring with ultrafast lasers [8] . The threshold-like behavior of ultrafast laser ablation permits removal of material from an area smaller than the laser beam focal spot via careful adjustment of the peak fluence ( Fig. 7 .1 (b)) [9, 10] . Fabrication of nanostructures has also been attained using near-field techniques incorporating inhomogeneous evanescent waves present at the boundaries to achieve subdiffraction resolution. Here small apertures [11] , tips [12] , and particles [13] have been used to focus laser beams onto substrates positioned in close proximity to the focusing element ( Fig. 7 .1 (c)). A combination of near-field and threshold based methods can lead to even smaller structural feature sizes ( Fig. 7.1 (d) ). Focusing a laser beam with microscopic dielectric spheres has been extensively investigated both theoretically and experimentally successfully demonstrating its nanostructuring capabilities [14] [15] [16] [17] . The approach appears to be particularly efficient for large surface area nanopatterning via deposition of a monolayer of microspheres which acts as an array of microlenses and irradiating them with a large area laser beam [18] . Although such coatings also known as contacting particle lens arrays (CPLA) are of interest for a number of applications [19, 20] variability of the achievable patterns is quite low due to the self-organizing behavior of the colloidal particles which tend to settle into highly periodic hexagonlike shapes. In order to address the issue of CPLA structuring inflexibility while preserving its ability to produce nanoscale structures a sequential patterning method which attempts to combine near-field focusing with optical trapping has been investigated by a number of research groups [21, 22] . Here, a micron size transparent dielectric bead is confined using established principles of optical tweezing and spatially manipulated in 2D or 3D space using either high precision positioning equipment or adaptive optics integrated into the trapping laser beam path. By displacing the bead with respect to the surface of interest and simultaneously irradiating it with an additional structuring laser beam, almost arbitrary surface patterns can be produced with feature sizes below the diffraction limit. In this work the authors present their findings in the field of optical trap assisted laser nanopatterning (OTAN) obtained within the scope of the DFG priority program SPP1327. In the following sections we will present numerical modeling of laser beam focusing with an optically trapped microsphere, experimental investigations of the beadassisted structuring processes, and demonstrate several applications.
Optical trapping
The key point of the approach investigated is application of optical trapping for precise spatial manipulation of the structuring bead(s). In general, the technique of optical trapping (also known as optical tweezing) is a well-established method which allows noncontact manipulation of micron or submicron sized objects of various origins [23] [24] [25] . Optical tweezers are commonly built around a relatively low power continuous wave laser emitting a high quality light beam. The beam is tightly focused with a high numerical aperture microscope objective (typically NA > 1) forming a potential well deep enough to spatially confine a small particle (typically under 10 microns in diameter) [26] . Lens numerical aperture can exceed a value of 1 for immersion objectives since NA = n sin θ , where n is the index of refraction of the lens working medium. Optical trapping is typically performed in a liquid medium with water being the most common ambient environment. For the relatively large dielectric beads (d ≥ λ ) used in this research the trapping mechanism can be understood based on the geometrical optics considerations. In the ray optics model, the trapping force originates from the light refraction as the laser beam enters and exits the dielectric bead. Except for the on axis ray, the light ray propagation direction changes due to refraction. Since light (or rather photons) has momentum, the deviation in the light direction leads to its momentum change while the bead experiences an equal but opposite momentum change according to the law of conservation. If the sphere is displaced from the center of a symmetrical laser beam focus it will experience a net force turning it back. This net force is due to the light intensity variation across the bead: more intense beams impart a larger momentum change towards the focus than less intense beams which impart a smaller momentum change away from the focus. As a result, if the bead is located on the laser beam axis the lateral forces cancel out due to the symmetry while the scattering force in the longitudinal direction is compensated by the axial gradient force leading to a stable trapping of the particle slightly downstream of the beam waist. While a Gaussian optical trap (formed with a tightly focused Gaussian laser beam) restricts particle movement in all spatial directions other beam types which effectively do not possess an intensity gradient along the longitudinal axis, such as Bessel beams for example, can achieve particle confinement only in the lateral plane [27] . Both 3D and 2D tweezing have been used in OTAN applications [21, 28] but here we concentrate on the former approach only since it permits more defined positioning of the structuring bead although it is also more susceptible to surface irregularities such as tilt and roughness. Depending on the medium used to suspend the focusing bead either oil or water immersion objectives with NA > 1 can be used to form the optical trap. If the medium is aqueous then a water immersion lens would form a trap with almost constant stiffness across various depths [22] . On the other hand if the index of refraction of the ambient medium is high, as for the liquid photopolymer NOA84 (Norland Products) n NOA84 ≈ 1.46 used for the twophoton polymerization studies described later in the chapter, then switching to an oil immersion lens will be beneficial due to a closer match (n oil ≈ 1.51 and n NOA84 ) of the refractive indices. It should be mentioned that the immersion and trapping media are separated by a thin glass slide and do not mix. For this reason both lens types have been used depending on the process being investigated If a non-aqueous medium is used attention should be paid to its viscosity since the drag forces can exceed the trapping force effectively preventing the bead from being manipulated. High viscosity, for example, restricts the number of photopolymers which can be used in combination with the OTAN technique. Additionally, beads of materials with a relatively low index of refraction, such as silica (n SiO2 ≈ 1.45) may not be trapped if n medium is noticeably higher than n water due to drastically reduced refraction at the bead surface requiring use of a material with a higher n such as polystyrene (n PS ≈ 1.58). Simultaneous trapping of several particles is possible, for example, with holographic optical tweezers [29] or by splitting the trapping beam into multiple arms, allowing parallelization of the OTAN technique [30] [31] [32] .
Microsphere focusing in liquid media -numerical simulations 7.3.1 General considerations
In order to understand the capabilities and limitations of the OTAN technique it is important to investigate focusing properties of the microbead used for structuring. Compared to the extensively studied case of dielectric microspheres dispersed on dry surfaces there are several important differences for the technique presented which must be considered. The first and most obvious is that the microparticle is surrounded by an optical medium with a much larger index of refraction than air (n air = 1), strongly affecting the bead's focusing properties.
The second difference is rather technical but should still be carefully analyzed. In the optical tweezers setup the final optical element is a high NA microscope objective which tightly focuses the trapping laser beam. Due to the short working distance of such lenses (less than a few mm) the structuring laser beam has to be launched into the experimental sample through the same microscope objective resulting in its (structuring beam) strong focusing. Although sharing this optical element does not necessarily ensure exact overlap of the bead position and the structuring beam focus, it may be incorrect to treat the (structuring) laser beam as a plane or quasi plane wave as is commonly done. Additionally, a lateral displacement of the pre-focused structuring beam may result in a strong asymmetrical distortion of the bead focus. An apparent alternative solution of using counterpropagating laser beams (for trapping and structuring respectively) will likely result in focusing the structuring beam inside the trapping objective lens and its damage effectively making this approach impractical.
The third difference to be considered is that optical trapping permits a nonzero gap between the microsphere and the substrate to be structured meaning that the longitudinal intensity profile of the particle focus should be taken into consideration too.
In order to investigate these differences and the effects of process parameters a numerical simulation model has been developed using the optical module of the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The model calculates a stationary solution of the 3D wave propagation equation (7.3) while ignoring the temporal behavior of the structuring laser pulse. This simplification is justified since the spatial length of even the shortest pulse used in this work (∼ 100 fs or 30 μm) is significantly longer than the typical bead size.
Here, E is the electric field, k is the free space wave number, ω is the wave frequency, ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity ε r and μ r are the relative permittivity and permeability respectively, and σ is the electrical conductivity. In the model the relative permittivity ε r is expressed as ε r (ω ) =n 2 (ω ), with the frequency dependent refractive index taken from published sources [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . For polystyrene and water the refractive indices are taken to be complex, for fused silica glass the index is assumed to be real due to low absorption for the wavelengths of interest, and for photo polymer NOA84 only the real part of the refractive index is used due to a lack of information about its absorption at 800 nm wavelength. The electrical conductivity σ for each material is taken from the database supplied with COMSOL. In the model the electromagnetic wave is assumed to be linearly polarized in the x-z plane with the negative z axis being the direction of propagation. Boundary conditions have been defined as "perfect electric conductor" for y-z planes and "perfect magnetic conductor" for x-z planes. The top and bottom boundaries have been described as "scattering boundary conditions" with the incident electric field being defined as a plane wave or a Gaussian beam respectively. Incident electric field geometrical symmetry in the x-z and y-z planes is assumed to reduce computational efforts ( Fig. 7. 2). The process parameters which can be varied in the model are the wavelength of the incident laser beam, bead size and material (refractive index), ambient trapping medium (refractive index), and curvature of the incident laser beam front. The wavelength set investigated was 1064 nm, 800 nm, 532 nm, 400 nm, 355 nm, and 266 nm to match wavelengths of the most common ultrafast lasers. The sizes of the silica (SiO 2 ) and polystyrene (PS) spheres varied between 0.5 μm and 5 μm in diameter -these bead sizes are readily available. Two trapping media have been considered: water and liquid photopolymer NOA84 (both were used in the experimental part of the program). The structured substrate if mentioned, is always assumed to be a common optical glass such as BK-7 to mimic the experimental arrangements described later. In air the bead and the substrate always contact each other while in the liquid media the simulations are effectively done in two steps -first, the presence of the substrate is ignored and the longitudinal position of the field enhancement peak is determined. Second, the substrate surface is aligned with the plane defined in the previous step and the intensity distribution is recalculated ( Fig. 7.2 ). This two-step approach is adopted to consider the influence of the substrate on bead focusing. Figure 7 .2 shows exemplary focal intensity distributions formed by silica and polystyrene spherical beads of 2 μm in diameter in air (a), water (b), and photopolymer NOA84 (c). The incident electric field is a linearly polarized plane wave with an amplitude of E x = 1 V/m and a wavelength of 800 nm. In this chapter we define the intensity as the z-component of the Poynting vector S z = [ ⃗ E ⃗ H] z , since it has been found to be responsible for structure formation in pulsed laser nanofabrication [38] . In the case of the PS bead immersed in photopolymer NAO84 (Fig. 7.2 (c) ) the presence of the substrate is not considered since this setup is of primary interest for 3D additive applications where the particle-substrate separation is likely to be nonconstant.
For the dry environment (air) peak intensity enhancement occurs almost immediately underneath the bead permitting the use of contacting particles for surface structuring. The focal spots in the substrate surface plane are slightly asymmetrical for both bead types (SiO 2 and PS) with the orthogonal full width at half maximum (FWHM) diameters given in Tab. 7.1. For comparison the size of a diffraction limited focal spot is also redefined at 50 % intensity drop in the principal maximum of the Airy disk resulting in a modified equation (7.2)
or FWHM fA ≥ 420 nm/NA at 800 nm wavelength. Based on the simulation results it can be seen that in a dry environment (NA < 1) both bead types focus the incident wave below the diffraction limit promoting contact particle based nanopatterning. Also the results shown in Tab. 7.1 indicate that presence of the substrate should be taken into consideration since it leads to a slight but observable variation of the focal spot size compared to the situation when the particle is levitated in air. A likely reason for such an enlargement is the reduction of the bead focusing power at the contacting area since the index of refraction of the particle is quite close to that of the substrate. The factor of laser intensity enhancement S z substrate /S z0 is relatively high for both bead types ensuring that for a broad range of incident intensities only the surface under the particle will be affected. When the beads are submerged in water ( Fig. 7.2 (b) ) their focusing power is reduced due to a smaller refractive index difference n bead − n medium , which becomes apparent in the simulations with the results being less univocal. In the case of the silica bead focusing with the particle becomes equivalent to using a relatively modest 0.75 NA objective, while the PS bead focus still remains smaller than the diffraction limit in air (Tab. 7.1). In this case the threshold effect should be carefully utilized to achieve the desired goal of sub 100 nm minimum feature size. Actually the manifold reduced intensity enhancement factor may favor this approach since a smaller area within the bead focus will exceed the ablation threshold -although care should be taken to avoid structuring with the unfocused beam. Additionally beads made out of optically denser material such as sapphire (n sapphire ∼ 1.76) can make the focus tighter with simulations predicting the FWHM diameter to be approximately 340 nm for a 2 μm bead and 800 nm incident beam. Also the longitudinal extent of the focus formed by the sapphire bead is reduced to about 1 μm with the peak intensity formed approximately 150 nm beyond the bead surface. Those focal parameters can make sapphire beads efficient for applications such as biological cell membrane perforation which can be achieved via controllably placing particles with the optical tweezers and irradiating with a structuring laser.
Another important difference compared to the case of dry processing is the existence of a sizable gap between the focusing bead and the substrate (Fig. 7.2 (b) ); its formation is consistent with elongation of the bead focal length in water. On the one hand the gap prevents the bead from being damaged or removed after a single pulse irradiation as commonly occurs for the contacting particles permitting reuse of the same microsphere during the structuring process. But on the other hand, the same gap adds an extra degree of complexity namely longitudinal bead position which has to be dealt with. The simulations also show that the influence of the substrate on the beam focusing (when a gap is present) is quite marginal compared to the dry envi-ronment implying that the experimental procedure can remain the same for different substrate types. Interestingly, the existence of the bead-focus gap allows not only surface patterning but also intramaterial structuring to be performed if the particle is positioned directly on the substrate surface. The proper choice of laser fluence permitted experimental performance of subsurface structuring while preserving the surface integrity, although pulse energies which were too high resulted in both intramaterial modification and surface damage. The latter is likely to occur due to rapid expansion and contraction of glass in the bead focus volume subsequently leading to mechanical microfragmentation.
In the case of the liquid photopolymer NOA84 only PS beads can be used for focusing as silica particles are not capable of light gathering in this environment (n SiO2 < n NOA84 ). Here, the PS bead acts as a ball lens with extreme spherical aberrations forming a relatively large focal spot (Fig. 7.2 (c) ) although the affected zone will be much smaller due to the quadratic intensity dependence of the light-polymer interaction process. Although the bead does not form a very tight focus in the polymer its use may still be preferable to a conventional objective if the lens immersion environment is not optimized for this type of medium.
Tab. 7.1:
Simulation results for 2 micron bead focusing of 800 nm wavelength plane wave. 
Model configuration

Variation of structuring wavelength and bead size
The other two process parameters which will strongly influence the structuring process are laser wavelength and bead size (the interaction process itself is not considered in the model) [12] Although they can both assume only discrete values they vary in relatively broad ranges allowing their use in process optimization/control. Figure 7 .3 shows the variation of the focal spot FWHM diameter (a) and the enhancement factor (b) beneath a bead submerged in water as a function of its size for both SiO 2 and PS particle types at the laser wavelength of 800 nm. The diameters are measured in the planes of highest enhancement. As expected, the use of PS particles appears preferable since they always form a smaller focus compared to fused silica. A larger PS bead collects more light to a tighter spot resulting in a higher enhancement factor, but interestingly, it also makes the use of threshold effect more challenging so the size of 2 microns appears to be a good compromise from practical considerations. Figure 7 .4 shows the dependence of the focal FWHM diameter on the irradiating laser wavelength. As expected the focal spot gets bigger as the wavelength increases but the focus enlargement is actually more dramatic as linear λ dependence due to the dispersion effect and the corresponding reduction of the refractive indices difference (n bead − n medium ) at longer wavelengths This can be clearly seen as the focal spot size effectively doubles when the wavelength changes from 800 to 1064 nm. Use of short (in the UV region) wavelengths becomes preferable to achieve the targeted feature size of 100 nm and below. 
Bead irradiation with a non-plane wave
In general, the structuring laser beam shall not be treated as an infinite plane wave if its focus is located in the proximity of the particle but this scenario can happen since both trapping and structuring beams are focused with the same objective lens (see "Experimental procedure" for more details). To qualitatively illustrate the effect of non-plane wave bead focusing Fig. 7 .5 shows an extreme case when the structuring laser beam focal plane is situated on top of a polystyrene bead (of 2 micron diameter) submerged in water. The laser beam focal spot is taken to be 1.5 micron in diameter (1/e 2 ), which is a realistic estimation for the experimental setup described later in the chapter. Since the structuring beam focus is smaller than the particle itself the bead effective NA is decreased leading to weakening of its focusing power and poten- tially defeating the purpose of using the microbead for sub-diffraction focusing. In the example given, the focal FWHM diameters are 540 nm and 580 nm for the x and y direction respectively with the maximum enhancement factor being below 3. To avoid this scenario the particle should remain irradiated with a fairly uniform laser beam which can be attained by displacing the structuring beam focus downstream. In practice such decoupling of the trapping and structuring beam focal planes is achieved by adjusting the divergence of those beams although the resulting separation may remain fairly small in absolute terms of the order of tens of microns. Nevertheless it is significantly longer than the corresponding Rayleigh range of the structuring beam which is ∼ 5 μm, ensuring relatively uniform irradiation of the bead and complete use of its aperture. The structuring beam must be focused beyond the bead; otherwise the particle collimates the beam rather than focuses it. Care should be taken here, however, to avoid surface/volume patterning with the structuring laser beam focus instead of the bead's.
Experimental procedure
The experimental investigation of the OTAN capabilities was performed using the apparatus described below. While the hardware setup remained pretty much the same for almost all experiments different test samples and process parameters were applied. A typical sample consists of a glass coverslip and an uncoated or polyimide coated soda lime glass slide (to be structured) which seal a volume of aqueous or photopolymer solution of microspheres of constant size and type (a test sample is schematically shown in Fig. 7.6 ). Different samples must be used if a variation of partial size or material is desired. The sealed volume is approximately 5 mm × 5 mm × 90 μm with typical bead concentration of 1.7 ⋅ 10 5 particles/ml. This concentration is high enough to ensure the presence of several particles in the field of view of the process monitoring imaging system and sufficiently low to avoid the trapping of multiple beads in the tweezing laser beam focus at the same time The schematic of the OTAN setup is depicted in Fig. 7 .6 and can be effectively split into three subsystems. The first subsystem (green) is the trapping arm which consists of either a frequency doubled cw Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm focused through a water immersion objective with NA of 1.2 (used for aqueous bead solutions) or a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser focused by a 1.25 NA oil immersion objective (used for experiments with the photopolymer). The structuring arm (purple) can employ either an 800 nm/400 nm laser beam from a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (100 fs pulse duration) or a 532 nm beam from a 10 ps high repetition rate Nd:YVO 4 laser. Magnifying telescopes are introduced in both subsystems to control size and divergence of the beams with the latter being necessary to introduce proper separation of the trapping and structuring beam foci. The third subsystem (light orange) is used for imaging of the trapped bead and monitoring of its displacement. The resolution of this subsystem is not sufficient for detailed real time examination of the structures produced; that has to be done later using optical and electron microscopes. For structuring the test sample mounted on a high precision 3D linear translation stage is displaced with respect to the stationary trapping and structuring beams. Green path -optical trapping subsystem incorporating either 532 nm or 1064 nm cw laser; purple path -structuring arm which can employ either 800 nm 100 fs, 400 nm 100 fs, or 532 nm 10 ps laser pulses; light orange path -imaging subsystem used for structuring process visualization A typical test sample is schematically shown in the insert.
As discussed earlier in order to perform surface structuring using the OTAN approach the bead must be properly spaced with the sample surface and a correct gap must be maintained during the patterning process. Although the bead longitudinal position can be optimized by performing surface structuring at different particle-substrate separations, effectively using the trial and error approach a more accurate method of axial beam positioning is based on correlating the size of the imaged diffraction pattern of a reference particle with its longitudinal position. As the particle is moved in the axial direction, its diffraction pattern changes and the apparent diameter increases the further it is displaced away from the object plane of the imaging system (Fig. 7.7 ).
Since the change in diameter varies linearly with the distance, this effect can be used to determine the particle position assuming proper calibration coefficients have been established: Gap = Linear Function(Bead Image Size). Such coefficients can be determined based on quantization of a sequence of bead images taken at different particle displacements away from the imaging plane. Quantization is done using multistep image processing analysis which includes denoising, intensity gradient determination, and wavelet thresholding with the sizes of the resulting particle binary images being easily extractable [39] . In practice such surface positioning is done not with a bead that will be used for structuring later on (its position and appearance remain constant in the imaging setup) but with a particle attached to the surface of interest. Such a bead(s) appears to always be present in every sample. 
Nanostructuring results
Surface nanopatterning
The initial surface nanopatterning was performed on polyimide coated glass substrates using an SiO 2 particle of 2 μm diameter irradiated with 532 nm wavelength 10 ps laser pulses ( Fig. 7.8 ). The pulse fluence (F = 8 mJ/cm 2 ), feed rate (5 μm/s), and pulse repetition rate (500 Hz) were adjusted to stably produce welldefined structures. In general the laser pulse rate represents a tradeoff between structuring speed and process stability. At high pulse frequencies the structuring bead cannot resettle at the equilibrium position after being displaced by the ablation process thus the pulse frequency is typically kept below 2 kHz to ensure process stability. The image presented clearly demonstrates the feasibility of surface nanostructuring using optical microbeads trapped with Gaussian tweezers although the achieved characteristic dimensions of the pattern appear to be relatively large -approximately 500 nm line width and 150 nm depth wise. Simulations performed for a matching microsphere irradiated with a 532 nm plane wave predict the bead focal size to be 460 nm FWHM pointing out that surface structuring was performed by the entire focus without using the thresholding effect. Use of 400 nm 100 fs laser pulses and 1 micron beads made it possible to achieve narrower structures (approximately 200 nm wide). It should be pointed out that further reduction of the line width can be limited not only by the size of the bead focus and laser fluence (threshold effect), but also by jitter of the structuring particle around its equilibrium position. Since any nonpoint line-like structure is produced by overlapping multiple shots its characteristic width will be broadened on the level of the average bead position deviation from its mean value: Line Broadening ∼ 2σ Bead Deviation . Such deviations depend on the properties of the optical trap and have been shown to vary between 30 and 100 nm under typical experimental conditions making line broadening an important limiting factor for structuring processes [39] . This variation can be reduced by the use of stiffer traps (care should be taken not to damage the bead with the trapping beam) and lowering the pulse repetition frequency (unfortunately the latter will also reduce the structuring speed) but ultimately it will still be limited by pointing stability of the trapping laser and Brownian motion (the latter is on the level of 5 nm). In this case single shot pointlike surface structuring can provide more accurate information on the potentially achievable minimum feature size. In these experiments PS particles irradiated with 800 nm laser pulses of different energies were used to make dot-like structures on different test substrates (soda lime glass, fused silica glass, and polyimide coated glass) with the results being presented in Fig. 7 .9. The laser pulse energy appears to be the most important "tuning knob" for the structure size utilizing the threshold effect. The smallest feature size achieved remains fairly similar for different particle sizes and substrate materials and appears to be of the order of 200 nm. Further feature size reduction is achievable by shortening the structuring wavelength to 400 nm. This has enabled production of point pattern on polyimide coated substrate with a diameter of 80 nm [40] . , fused silica glass (c) for different laser pulse energies. The laser wavelength is 800 nm and the pulse duration 100 fs. The focusing polystyrene particle sizes are 1.7 μm and 3.5 μm in diameter except for the fused silica substrate; here only 3.5 μm beads have been used.
Multiphoton polymerization
Besides surface and subsurface patterning applications the OTAN technique can be used to create structures via multiphoton material processing. Multiphoton polymerization is based on simultaneous absorption of two or more photons with the total energy sufficient to initiate a photo-polymerization reaction. Since the probability of simultaneous absorption of several photons is a nonlinear function of light intensity polymerization occurs only within the laser beam focus. NOA84 liquid photopolymer is effectively transparent for 800 nm wavelength since its absorption starts below λ = 450 nm but light intensity can be sufficiently enhanced in the bead focus ( Fig. 7.2 (c) ) to cause the nonlinear effect. PS particles can be successfully trapped and displaced in NOA84 polymer using the setup described above. When the trapped bead is irradiated with ultrafast laser pulses (100 fs) at fluence levels 5-20 mJ/cm 2 then tracks of polymerized voxels (volumetric pixel) are created on a glass substrate surface. The size of the structures generated is strongly influenced by the process parameters primarily the incident laser fluence with the smallest achieved size being 83 ± 11 nm in diameter ( Fig. 7.10 ) [41] . 
Conclusion
The research conducted has demonstrated the feasibility of using optical trap assisted nanopatterning for surface and subsurface laser structuring. The achievable patterns have flexible geometries with the minimum structural feature size being determined by a number of process parameters. In order to achieve the targeted feature size of 100 nm careful combination of short laser wavelengths with threshold-like ultrafast laser ablation must be utilized simultaneously since the bead focus on its own appears to be larger than the targeted value. Although fabrication of sub 100 nm dot-like structures has been successfully demonstrated the minimal feature size of more complex line-like structures tends to be noticeably larger, at around 200 nm. This increase in feature size can be attributed to the jitter of the structuring bead around the equilib-rium position due to Brownian motion and the pointing stability of the trapping laser in combination with shot-to-shot energy variation of the structuring laser pulses. Accurate use of the thresholding effect is a complex task since not only the pulse energy but also the beam focal position must be maintained with a very high degree of accuracy to ensure the same laser intensity during the structuring process. The OTAN technique can provide an advantage for intensity threshold based processing since the position of the bead focus with respect to the particle remains constant while the positioning of the sphere itself can be a simpler task owing to its ease of visualization and tracking. Another exemplary application of the OTAN technique can be for two-photon polymerization since the bead focus should remain constant at different immersion depths compared to conventional microscope objectives which are not designed for such an ambient medium (photopolymer).
